
European Hobie Class Association
Annual General Meeting

On-line meeting
February 26th 2022

Minutes
Present were:
President: Caterina
Vice-President: Lisbeth
Vice-President: Camilla
IHCA rep: Nina (non-voting)
Factory: Michel
Past President: Andy (present until noon)
Austria: Tamina until Noon / Daniel in the afternoon session
Denmark: Nicolaj
France: Proxy, Lisbeth voting for Ludovic
Germany: Christophe
Netherlands: Klaas
Italy: Alberto
Poland: Grzegorz
Spain: Juan
Sweden: Robert

Observers/invited: (non-voting)
Erik
Rich
David
Steve

1) Welcome and opening by Caterina.

2) Introduction and representation of all present members

3) Administration:
- Election of secretary: Camilla offered to take notes, elected unanimously.
- The EHCA has 13 member nations in good standing, 9 joined the meeting.
- With 14 voting of 18 possible, Quorum was established
Administrative notes: The PHCA has been dissolved because of all board members
stepping down. A new Polish fleet has been established – presented by Grzegorz at this
meeting.

4) Approval of Agenda.
Although the submissions from Germany and Poland were received after the deadline, the
Council accepted the 2 items to be added to the agenda.



5) Approval of 2021 minutes.
No need to read through the complete minutes from 2021 AGM, which were shared with all
after the meeting with a deadline for comments thus, they are already considered
approved.
Only updates on established working groups or similar are necessary to review.
Approved

6) Nations reports.
Unfortunately, only 8 of our 13 nations returned an annual report. A summary is attached to
this document.

7) Factory Report:
Michel went through the annual factory report.
A big appreciation was brought forward to Michel for all his support to the EHCA
Complete summary attached to this document.

8) Rules Committee:
Erik went through the Rules Committee report.
Complete summary attached to this document.

9) IHCA updates:
Sails for HC17 and HC20 are no longer manufactured by HCC. It has been agreed to let
IHCA outsource manufacturing and a couple of sailmakers has shown interest. The
agreement could generate some income. The IHCA is not allowed to use the trademark, so
a new logo must be made for the non-HCC manufactured sails.
Efforts are still ongoing to find the necessary funding to keep David as Executive Director of
the IHCA, after Hobie Cat Company with a challenging short notice has announced their
annual IHCA fee will be reduced from USD 60.000 to USD 30.000/year.

10) Submissions:
a. Submission received from Italy: request IHCA to change the appendix

E and declare that Hobie Cat 16 Spi is not anymore an indefinite
experiment (started more than ten years ago), but recognized as an
official boat for Youth activity and the natural continuation after the Junior
activities on Dragoon.

Proposal put on hold

b. Submission from the Executives: change into EHCA Constitution
based on IHCA changes regarding active sailors definition – see
attached file for Draft version
The proposal was adopted.
Yes: 13 No: 0 Abstention: 0

c. Submission from the Executives: raise of the percentage of entry fees
collected during Europeans event from 10% to 15%

The proposal was adopted.
Yes: 12 No: 1 Abstention: 0

d. Submission from Germany and Poland:



1. Raise age limit for youth class to U23 during Multi-Europeans 2022 as
test event - Submission accepted also by Rules Committee, so it will be
applied for the event

Yes: 12 No: 1 Abstention: 0

2. Allow HC16 Youth to race without SPI as a trial event at the
Multi-Europeans 2022. They will race on the same days, course area of
Youth Spi fleet and starting procedure to be defined with OA.

Yes: 6 No: 1 Abstention: 4
The Council agreed not to bypass Bylaw 3 + 4, so calculation of event
spots for the Gold fleet will happen from the Youth fleet with Spi

11) Bids for future Europeans. No bids received presently for 2024
No dates yet for the Europeans 2023

12) Budget for 2022. Nina went briefly through the budget and the budget was approved..

13) Financial Statements of the year 2021. Nina went briefly through the accounts and
explained that the deficit last year was caused by the fact that the usual 10% of entry fees
from Spain has not been paid and will not. It was also caused by the decrease in members.
Nina noted that the accounts were controlled by Jens without any comments and his
validation. At this date the number of members had reached 551. The present amount in
the bank is 30.000€
The accounts were approved.

14) Election of Officers: Up for election: 1 Vice-President EHCA and 1 IHCA VP

- Lisbeth was re-elected as EHCA Vice-President on a unanimous vote.
- Nina did not stand for re-elected due to personal health issues. No candidates had

announced their interest, and no one came forward during the meeting, although Nina
offered to help one or more than one new Executive taking care of the job as long as
needed.

- The person accepting to take over the treasurer part of Nina’s job does not need to be
elected as Executive. He/she can be affiliated to the Executive Committee without any other
obligations. Only condition is that the treasurer needs to be a German speaking person
because the EHCA for the time being is involved with a German bank.

- Daniel will investigate the possibility of finding an Austrian treasurer.

- At the end Nina felt herself forced to continue to help as consultant in order not to let the
other Executives down.

-
- The national Presidents are heavily urged to find candidates if they want to keep the

EHCA continuing the usual way. 3 members in the Executive Committee is simply not
enough, and we are missing the IHCA VP role. This situation cannot continue.

15) Any other business
a. Youth sailing activities suggestion:

Submissions from Germany and Poland for Multi-Europeans have been approved in
order to give a push to the Youth activities after 2 years of stop. EHCA Executive
also suggested organizing clinic and workshop on time with the spinnaker boht in
the country and internationally, so as to prepare the fleet as much as possible for



the event. HCE will in case evaluate to rent kit spi for the year, with then agreement
to buy it - option to be further analyzed.

b. Status on 2022 Europeans and related spot allocation:
i. Caterina informed that the NOR for Travemünde is almost ready and will be

published very soon, after modification for the Youth fleet will be integrated.
ii. Some nations are still struggling with the effects of the Corona, therefore the

Council agreed to use the number of paid-up HC16 sailors (helm + crew) of
2021 for spot allocations like for the Worlds allocation.

iii. Nina requested the Presidents to report their numbers asap to publish the
allocations of pre-qualified spots.

c. Status on 2022 Worlds:
David, Rich and Steve were invited to briefly discuss the HC16 2022 Worlds. The
registration lists have been reviewed together, explaining the criticality IHCA and OA
had encountered to state if registered sailors are paid-up members or not, even
contacting sailors on social media privately.
EHCA sent a list in December 2021 and requested updates to countries if needed at
the beginning of 2022. The updates would continue during 2022 in case of new
members with respect to 2021.
David and Rich requested support to push sailors in doing the registration,
especially for the Open qualification and Master series, where the numbers are still
low.
It was requested the possibility to have more spots for the Youth fleet, Steve
answered that it is totally feasible shifting spots from a fleet that will race in the
same days.

d. Review of EHCA calendar:
HCE will support the design, EHCA received the latest dates during AGM. Calendar
should be ready soon to be published

e. At the end of the meeting Caterina suggested giving Nina an honorary life
membership of the EHCA. Adopted unanimously from the Council.

Meeting adjourned at 16:45


